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WHO WE ARE 

QTXAI is the next gen artificial intelligence mining 

project with its unique AI features for fraud 

detection, chat bot system, predictive trading, 

blockchain analytics and unique use-cases such as 

QTXAI reward, QTXAI NFT market place, QTXAI 

wallet, QTXAI Chain, QTXAI CEX and QTXAI swap. 

Numerous tech-savvy individuals from all over the 

world leading the QTXAI project, building a 

scalable and sustainable next generation, AI 

powered blockchain network to help facilitate 

security, knowledgeability and stability in the 

web3 space while promoting speed and efficiency 

of the network.  
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QTXAI AIM & VISION 

AIM 
The QTXAI Network is aimed at building a robust and all-inclusive 
Al and Defi platform that will be the cradle of all mining, Defi and 
Al Virtual lifestyle globally. It seeks to make mining and 
Decentralized Finance a fast and secure space for all its users with 
its distinctive features. 

VISION 
We picture a free borderless world, a world without intermediaries 
or gatekeepers where people and machines collaborate and freely 
exchange value on a global scale. QTXAI is poised to provide an 
environment free from artificial borders through AI mining where 
communities can flourish. 
We'll work to enable everyone to easily enter this new, better world. 

 

WHAT IS QTXAI? 
QTXAI is the Next-Gen Artificial Intelligence 
project which makes use of Its unique Al 
features such as: FRAUD DETECTION, CHAT 
BOX, PREDICTIVE TRADING, BLOCKCHAIN 
ANALYTICS and much more. 

It is aimed at using the speed chat bots for replies of questions, 
reducing exploits and scam activities in the Web3 space and 
keeping investors funds safe. 
The QTXAI comes with amazing use cases, majority of which are 
already completed and ready for community use and satisfaction. 
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WHAT QTXAI HOPES TO 
ACHIEVE 
- Development and Launch of Web3-centric chatbots. - 

Use of these chatbots for web3 FAQs and replies of questions. 
- A.l fraud detection in the blockchain space, & investor 

fund security. - Predictive trading systems and blockchain analytics 
powered by Al. 

QTXAI also intends to provide features, payment APIs and 
SDKs, products, and other enabling solutions that will allow cross-
chain transfers, that way, anyone can trade any currencies on 
QTXAI CEX and Swap DEX. 
 

WHAT IS QTX COIN? 
QTX Coin is an Artificial Intelligence (Al) hyper utility 
Coin and the primary Coin of the QTXAI Network. It's 
unique Al mechanism is aimed at building and making 
CEX, DeFi and Al technology more secure and faster for 
its users. It is the native coin of both QTXAI CEX and 
Swap DEX, a powerful, unique centralized and 
decentralized exchanges with exciting features. 
 
 
 
 

QTXAI COIN 
COIN INFO 

NAME: QTX 

SYMBOL: QTX 

DECIMAL: 9 

NETWORK: QTXAI CHAIN 

TOTAL SUPPLY: 2,000,000,000 
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QTXAI COIN FEATURES 

PRICE INCREASE 
QTXAINOMICS permits holders to sell at any time without the 

price plummeting drastically. 

TACTICAL BUY-BACK 
The QTXAI mechanism buys on a psychological level to help price 

stability by expanding the liquidity pool. 

UTILITY 
QTXAI CEX and QTXAI Swap creates a more secure and faster 

platform that creates an enabling environment for all network to 

thrive and yield maximum ROI. 

ANTI – RUG POLICY 
QTXAI will not be used for marketing hence, 100 percent of the 
supply will be dispersed. 
 

NFT MARKET PLACE  
A robust NFT platform where NFTs are built, launched and traded 
in a more secure and faster way that cannot be obtained 
elsewhere. 
 

ANTI – WHALE MECHANISM 
QTXAINOMICS permits makes impossible for any wallet to hold 
more than 5 percent of the total coin supply. 
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ROAD MAP 
 

PHASE O1 
❖ Website launch 
❖ Road Map/Whitepaper Release 
❖ QTXAI Mining Test/Launch 
❖ Marketing Campaign 

PHASE O2 
❖ Marketing Campaign 
❖ QTXAI Wallet goes Live 
❖ Global Marketing Push 
❖ QTXAI CEX launch 
❖ Marketing Campaign 

PHASE O3 
❖ CEX Token launch 
❖ Listing on Coingecko 
❖ Listing on CoinMarketCap 
❖ Listing on Major CEX 

PHASE O4 
❖ Mining Halving 
❖  
❖  

PHASE O5 
❖  
❖  
❖  
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